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From May 24
th

 to May 26
th

, Emerging Display Technologies Corporation (EDT) will 

participate in an annual event hosted by the Society of Information Displays called 

Display week.  The event has been a staple in the display industry’s worldwide 

convention scene.  It signifies the gathering of the industry leaders of display 

manufacturing to show the newest technology and manufacturing capability to various 

parts of industry.  The expo will begin on Tuesday May 24
th

, and continue to Thursday 

May 26
th

 at the Moscone Convention Center in San Francisco, California.   

 

EDT will be at booth #535 where we will be showing some of the industry’s leading 

display and touch panel technologies.  Inside the EDT booth you will see various stations 

that demonstrate the types of display and touch panel solutions that EDT’s customers use 

in their applications.  These types of applications include Enhanced Industrial Solutions, 

Human Machine Interface Solutions, as well as Integrated Touch Solutions.  Additionally, 

EDT will showcase some unique and advanced technology demonstrations. 

 

As you review the display and touch panel modules at each station, you will see modules 

ranging in size from 3.5” to 10.1” that have the industry leading specifications for high 

brightness, long LED lifetime, super wide viewing angle, and optical performance.  You 

will be able to see comparisons of various types of value-added feature enhancement 

options for the displays.  Options include wide viewing angle displays, high brightness, 

long lifetime, and optical bonding vs tape bonding.  Side-by-side comparisons in the 

booth will allow you to evaluate the cost/benefit trade-offs of the enhancement options. 

Depending on the application of the display and touch panel, some specifications may be 

more important than others.  EDT’s typical customer applications include industrial 

automation, industrial controls, medical devices, home automation, vending machines, 

white goods, GPS devices, point of sales terminals, ATMs, Kiosks, transportation, and 

test and measurement devices. 

 

In addition to the three stations, EDT will have various unique application specific 

display and touch panel demos available for review.  Demos include touch panels 

designed to perform flawlessly with a thick cover lens applied over the capacitive touch 

sensor.  Whether it be a point of sales terminal, casino gaming, or a white goods type of 

application, a thick cover lens is sometimes just absolutely required.  Exhibition attendees  



 
 

can also review EDT’s water proof technology, where the touch panel will not register 

any false touches when water is sprayed onto the touch panel, but still be fully functional 

and able to recognize valid touches even with copious amounts of water on the panel.  

For unique display applications where a standard aspect ratio will not meet the 

requirements, EDT can develop and manufacture extra wide displays sometimes called 

“Bar type” displays.  The name comes from the typical shape of the display resembling a 

bar rather than a square or rectangle.  EDT will demonstrate a “Bar type” display in the 

booth.  Other demonstrations include an automotive curved touch panel, a cost effective 

solution for in-cell monochrome touch panel, an on-cell TFT with single touch 

technology for industrial applications, and an 18.5” TFT integrated with P-Cap touch 

panel showcasing EDT’s larger size optical bonding capabilities.  Furthermore, EDT will 

also introduce to market a state of the art technology called 3D touch panels.  This is 

when a user can interface with a touch panel by waving their hand above the panel and 

trigger functions.  Be sure to stop by and see this new technology! 

 

EDT will have meeting arrangements throughout the week.  Please contact a Regional 

Sales Manager to schedule a meeting.  Feel free to drop in the booth and talk to an 

associate to review the industry leading technology, and discuss your applications and 

requirements for displays and touch panels.   

 


